Words of fire
Wake up, wake up, you must write, the time has come: Words of fire from Heaven to all of us.
Be aware, be aware, life is changing very fast now: The inside and outside are coming together, the upside
and downside are coming together, etc.
This means peace of mind and body at last, an everlasting peace reaching far out into the distance. A
softness that melts the ice everywhere. Ice that is hard like iron softens and becomes life-giving water, water
of Tao, so beautiful, so rich, so strong, so true and lovely.
This state, the nondual state of no boundaries, represents your life now. It is all over, time and eternity have
merged into this state of beauty, freedom, love. This state of no concepts, absolutely no concepts, a state in
which the past and future do not exist and never did, a state of pure beauty with no boundaries.
A very, very strong healing power, which possesses you.
And everything is OK. Now is what is, and nothing else, and therefore all questions and answers disappear,
vanish, lose relevance. Life is, death is, and it's all the same. How could questions arise in this condition?
Impossible. Only That is. You are "out of game", and with you all the questions and ceaseless thinking.
You are gone and will never ever return on this earth in any form what so ever. This can not be understood,
and it should not, it just is, just as That is. But it is recognized by its fruits, which is really what matters - the
healing fruits of love and wisdom and beauty that is so strong. So strong and at the same time so soft and
mild and caring.
It is there always, questions and answers aren't necessary. This stillness is what changes, since stillness
bypasses the self and the emotions and the intellect. Stillness can not be grasped, it will pass any barrier in
mind and body at any time. Defense is not possible, and usually it works at a subconscious level which
makes it even more difficult to resist.
Words and concepts are fine, but do not change much. Stillness is what changes and is therefore the much
sought-after Holy Grail. This stillness of Heaven, of God, of That which can not be categorized in any way
and therefore not even in this way.
Stillness and peace of mind change because there is no fear, not even of death, no fear at all.
There is an empty space where fear was, and now joy, joy of life, joy of everything has taken over, has
occupied this emptiness. This eternal joy, nature's foundation, the pillar or the pillars of joy and light upon
which all is founded.
Of course words coming from this stillness, emanating from this stillness, intuitive words, words of wisdom,
communicating at an intuitive level, can change to some extent, since they represent the stillness and
surpass the intellect and the emotions.
Such words may be called Words of fire, a soft fire, a fire which can be ignored on the surface level, but
never ever on deeper levels. These words are one of the many expressions of stillness.

